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,-6 This-psfwer atc.the e, experience-in learn,: ro teat -ab the

-ImeserVicejevel is'the first in a serlesofpapers=that-will look-at-the
- -,------.-.--

I. - .-
,.. ,

.limitationstand-Unique Coniributions of, learnin,Cacro the
.

- .- -- A -! .

.14arningto-teach-continuum (pretraining phasei-preservite phase, inaervice
- ,

1 ! , .:_
phaseion-the-=lob learning). To provide a concrete frame of reference for the

_

.

,preservice,analysis, researchers Created-three illgrettes -(pased-_on obserVa-
. .

tions and interviews) that -dedcribe specific eximplesOf firsthand experience:
Pi

experiences,
' ----- .

student"reaching;-exploratory'fieid e and-.the.field as a laboratory-_
---,

i-thods''of teac ing. The vignette -.

the.preservice teacher

learning--_-in the here, and row of each experience? (25 do these lessond _
-

.
H

for:courses in educational foundations
_ .

-1.4nalysis ded by three questions:

experience .relate to the central purpoie'of teaching, that is, helping *mils

litLearnt ings? and (3) To what extentAo these leseons fester the capacity to
.

learn from future experience? The, analysis-driws on studies of the social

psychology of judgmeni.reinforcement theciry',-_And research on teaching and
, V

teacher_educalon.- It iderrifies tree pitfalls thaterrest-thought

lead prospectiVe teachersinto:belieVing thatcentral aapects-of-teachinz\have

,

.been master 'Vend underairolbd-(thze famniarity?pitfaIL'thwpworldi

he'cross-purposealpitfall Anui-toncludes witIca discussion ofkbow-the:'.,
6.

pit ells of experie-nce/in-tead6er preparation.cad.be overtome.
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PITFALLS OE 'EXPERIENCE- IN
TEACHER -PREF,ARATIONI.

_ Shied-A Peiman-Nemser :
-alto

Margret- BUchmann2

There is a common belief In the educative value_ Of firsthand experience.

-eay things like "that, was a .real learning experience," "pr actice makes per-
.

fect,': "experience_ is _the be acher and 'let experience be your guide."

-Common sense casts experience as -both the means and the

This implicit trust in 'firsthand experience
-

_achers- discussions_about- leprning to teach.

know _about teaching came, from firsthand experience.

teachersto teach by teaching. When' teachers look _back ion their
-

content of
$

Important

particularly evident
_ .

im, that most pf -what they
_

-In short,- they learned
.

forMal prep

In
-

deference -

more and mpre time to

they cite student teaching as its most valuable part.

_this belief, preservice teacher_ education

asproom experiences, while ,.inservice

_xperiences with une another.

But is enperience. as good a

tilined to think? To answer this

commonly-used informal st tegies

progra

F
=

teacher -of teachers as. most

gives

tion

stress teachers sharing their

people -are in-

question one must 'tiake into account
, -

nfereace- and judgment, the immdiate

An earlier version of this paper .was presented at the:Bat- Sheva- Seminar_, , .

- -on-Preservice and' Inservice Education of -Science Teachers, Hebrew University,
Jefitealtn, jsrael, 'January 1983. The authors would like to -ackfaiwledge and
thank Robert E','Floden,--Miriam Ben, Perez; _and Jere_ E.-Brophy-for their e'0m7- _ _

,

2): ments: - 1 --, li---
- - . .- , %,

__,

2- -Sharon F.eiman-Nemser in -.the cooidinator of, the Knowledge Use in Learning-. ,

, to Teich, Proj ect, and- a;member. of the- Conceptuar-Analyt ic' Project. She is also-
_

am egiociatelrof es il'i:r - of-:Eeaeliei education. Margret-Buchmann is the coordi-
,. = nator Of '-the' CcnceritUailAbalyt4:e Project and an assistant professor of _teacher
., educatiOn.---7: ,,l_. ,- ,



impact of person*
Purposes of teaeth-e.._

tutiOns.

pries Hiroo
,

realities,the instructional

arek_the_nermative-context
s--

This paper

preservice lexvtoa

of learning to t

a

contribu firsthand'experience at the
e.*

473,-

The discussion rests on a broad view
,

: A

begins - before forma teacher-prepara

8087- hat preservice field experiences

to teach.

h 4ss-A process tlut

'clod-And-con:times aftiittLyards; This
, -

are part-o .a egatinUuM that includes

-

and_ teachers as

learning frotlf

peat expo '-ieUtes

teaching.

o'set a concrete

well as the

rsthand

Powerful early experiences4ith parents

learning that,inevitably opcurs,on-the job Thus',

education is.inflienced

Whidh,shape _ubeequent learning

experience inpreserVice

three vignettes

_ .reference' for our- discuss on, we,-beginvith-

,

occasions. for thand!experience!et

- the- preservice leVIal -andin-alementarYschools
- e

--More-and-more, presery ice

programs are_providing
43

orexplatory-field experiences no' that future teachers

can encounter the realities =lassrooM-life early

tine. The first vigUetteAescribes such 'an opt*

n their'formal prepare--

tunity. second 'vignette

with fouhdations courses.

the most familier'i,ey of giVing

illustrates another trend--linking field experience

'.1b_ third vignette: about student teaching,

preservic-

..the7ehree

are based

Each

imaginary

.,by three_

here and

teicher thanclexP-riences of schools
-,

ptudents.that figurein theae occ_

on,Oservationd and intervie-

clasaroomi.. While-:

one are .imaginary, the vignettes

vignetii.i0ollowed by a commentary in which we explore-what the

-student _is learniniV fro the experience. 'The commentary`-is gUided

questions. First -what-is the preserviCe

_

now? We-look at.potential learningt--insfights,

teacher -learning in the

eagee,'4-nfeeenc
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where she. spends the day in the

reinforced belief s- bout'being a teacher,,abou

act teaching.

al Ich we Ball

pupils, lassrooms and he

rested in a particular type-of inappropri-

Second, how do these lessons of ex-
.

.

perience relate to the central ppose of teaching; that. helping pupils

1eard thing6V- Third, what extent do these

learn from!future experience?,

lesson foster the,capacity to

The conceptual aa8 behaVio al traps which we call "pitfalls " -

Uthree vignettes, The/discuSsiOn highlights each
P

based .on _studies- of the social psychology f n

theory, ,research . on taachirrig °and..teacher education and

ton of
/

a teacher eddpator a -philosophical bent an

Feted

vice

in .teachei eddcation

-

e scenes that follow deal

Phase of, 1

learned'

14arni

of them in

represent'

turn.

reinforcemeut

it

the educated:imagina-
.

philosopher inter-.

hjearhing from experience in he ,preser-

aiming, to 'teach. Tie :expectatpn that something will be

n these different occasions probably justified. Yet not all

productive or desirable. . us

uture eac ers to learn all:the lessons poi

Vi -net e I Earl- Field Ex.erience

Every.

71;

the.- question of whether we want

experience muse be examined.

5 alm. 'Karen catches the bus to. Central School

sophomore, she has alWay- wanted

ourth grade. -Even though Karen is only a

teacher because she

She excited= about being ,a teacher's aide this term. This the ti.
Karen been inside an elementary school Since'shqwas pupil, and she

/ves children.

3ThbxinferenCes and generalizations in our -discuselon are 'based, on:the
following: BuchMann 6 Schwille, in.preaa; -Anderaon, '1981; Becker, 1972 ;

Dewey,' '1904/1965J Feltran-Nemser, '1983;. .1982;--Nisbett...6 Itoss 1980;
Platt, `1973; 5aresort:I- 19822,.Tabachnick, Popkewitz,=.6 Zeichner, 1980; Wilson, ,

1975;- rand Zeichner, 1980.



-ed. at how modern the buildinel and how _knowledgeable the fourth

graders seem. She -had wanted the-Children to pall her Karen, bt;t-the teacher
- -

introduced her no-Miss Miller, Which feels -a littleatrange.

In= the marning.Karen- th Tem y-oh his spelling list. -Tnlle the
. . , .

,teather,runs a reading group, she helps indrvideal'puplls.With their.seatwork.

with

.

aren goes outside With the children and usually ends up playing'

the eamethree girls. At lunchtime'she.sweps experiences with-other-

students enrollel.in the

the silent reading perind.after

_ _

teacher, and then marks papers.

work better -t

cares

aches

same inti ductory education course. Der-
,

lunch, Keren-talks'es1 le-with the

She can see .that some uhderstandtheir

4 teacher has a (I.,Karen to dcYa bulletin board_

take the class to thea en really feels like

Commenter

In try n- ense of her f

esemilethieks about how this setting

chooling. Her-judgment about the- pupils implies `a n-comparisen with

field experience, Karen

he ones She remembersfrom her

and thoughts ahnut-;the future. Not- '"only doee a a e feel.that they kno

th-n she did

kn

at their age,/ she also feeIe apprehensive abauf whether she will

_enough/to teach these children. Yet -much

P_stexperience-helps- inm king sense of spelling listd:
6 !

,

belletie:boerde, seetwnrk:and ditto sheeta.-

what Ohe,-pes is famliar.

and reading gr4ps,

Actually, her flmil-

arity with these classrnon:piactices giveslier

Classroom life

a feeling of Competence.

s not- a11 that 'strange to 'Karen, ern `seen

thing_e are-fiXed'in the school day,

and predictable pattern Caught up'in

of the desk. -Many

ties have e-Inh nt

from the .other side

d classroom ectivi-

memories that help

CT,



her understand much of what is happening _ around her-, Karen--identlfies teaching .

-with things she already-knoweStill, there is-a-lot-to learn, but Karen is

--
-unserw,-ahout_how=ito_defigeit-7anChow to go about learning

_

The factth s he p efers'to be called,Karen and playa with ;the same-

thr e-thildren at suggests that=- -feels gore like -a -pupil -than a--

he:class to and .from the library without mishap,giveteadher. .Tet:gett_ng

. -
her a sense of what it will feel like to be in -hargean -have atudente do

whitShe wants. A sense of -power gets added to some aen e of competence;.

.actinglike Karenosees pupilsacting:_in-their matching roles.

"Should the teacher be, -an authority or a friend," Karen wonders. Row she re-

solves this issue will deOend on what modeled in the classreomand on the

ectations sheholds and encounter at the',Universiti and in the schools.

A Similarly, what Karen makes 'of her Obiervation that the-children.differ
- -

in their

understa

canoe of

relates

understanding will depend- on_how-the-teaCherhandlea errors and-mis-

dings and whether.teachei eduCators explain the' pedagogicalTaignifi

The observatio_'She makes about the child.en's written'work,

. heart of teaching: -helping stildents le _n things,and 1poking

for what they lave-learned. this.Observation be turned. into :lineations

Which Karen actively:tries to answer _n further'field experiences and, in her

professional cour -ork3. It probably will beif Karen has the inclinatfon..and7'
. - .

calacity,to connect classroom e*Perience-with'formal.knoWledge and to learn,

from further experience bTthinkingiabOut it. These capacities are central= to

.

tteachingi bUt they must belearne_ ,- Most teachers do:,not,bring an inqUiring

digpeeition to their,yreparatfon,- and immersiOm_inthe classroodt.tends-to,pre
yF

elude inquiry. Since it iavrilikely that the habit of inquiry will b'

acquired on the,-job,-It is important to cultivate it a -thepreservice

and reinforce its roleim teaching..



early.field experience unquesrined, familiarity is a pitfall because

arrests thought and may mislead it. -People generelly do not trecognize-tha

their experience is d and biased,-and future teasers rare no exception:

The "familiarity pltfall" stems from the tendetcy to trust what is most memor-

able in personal experience* .1(aren approaches her-early field experience with
Nor

preconceptions About:iwhat-clas Ooms are like and what teachers do. She has.a

selective intere and herperceptions-Are;pe:_enaLapd effectively rged.

Ideas and:Amades claisiooms and.teacbe laid down throUgh'Many'years aer:a

popiL provide a framework for viewing and standards for jUdging what' she sees

Such frameworkswila fit with social traditions teaching and school-

ing; they have the

,Funda

self7eviderice and solidityof the taken-for-grante&

ental facts of r:classroomlife, such as that teachers are in charge,

may-impress Karen; however, she.mly not relate this fac to' the central tasks

of teaching _unless

without learning' to

omeone helps;h_

leach children

.

do,,so. One can learn to be in n-charge

something; Classroom experiefice in itself

hapeidispositionto inquia4aild-to:

the contrary it may block the flow of

cannot be:trusted'to dellIer'lessolp,that'

be serious aboiat pupil-learning.,

culation_and reflelt tion by which new .habits of:thought and on are.

,

ophetore,Tom-bakan-early:field'experiente-mUch the same as

Karen Now he is a junior halfway through his preservieeprogram.- This

in_ conjunction with his educatioUal psychology course ; -Tom spends'one

- .

ternoon a week--in second7giade classroom. liecause_he'is bnly:there'-for

aalf a day, he does not know all the pupils' names. --He is not even sure_ that

:hey know. his name. Noris he sure of the classroom routines. Most of the



ime he obserVed. Heis-WUpposel.-to focus on' three pupils _whom the teacher

-11AA'Adentified as in some way different. from the others._
.

,e- ,
.

,Tem-spenda 15_minutes,__observing'eichpUpir. His assignment is t de-

be what they Are doing-during academic activities, to note the specifics'
=

-of their-behavior and the setpng in which-it occurs. .At -first7Tom thought

-this would be easy. Biltt'it is.hard to watch and write at-the same time,,and

he-is pot-sure about what to write doWn. In her:feedback-vette university in-

strud said that Tom should-try to be more objective- and`-avoid so.many in-_

-feren ces. tInstiad,of-noting-that his- focal pupil-fi-not-paying attention, he

sshould_describe,whatr_he sees,-that is, that D. goe-n to the pencilsharpener-
,

turnnto his desk,. stares out the window, and so on.
k ,

Tom's - difficulties stem- n,Tpart from the fact that by the time he ar--

r
rives, the class is already 'busy Ai work.. His three.focalpupils are -at their-

desks doing-assign iafits, and Tomlias trouble figuring out what they dreTsup-
-

posed to be doing, let alone whether theylltinderstandHe_does notice-dif

,ferences, though, in their ability to-concentrate, tendency,to,move,aroUndan .-

talk to,peighborsj'and accuracy -.of work. Tom looksforwardAo the time After
.4 , -_ -,_ , Q

- - _- - . -- 1-' :

recess.--Then'his assignment will-get-easier;'becausehe can hear what the --

teacher says. Still, for the last two weeks,, the class has been rehearsi=ng
_ .

for Parents' Night,1which doesn't strike Tom-as a:very7.deademic activity.' -

In his educational psiChelogy-course, the instructor said that focused;,,

obsevtion-can-,help you leartte think like teacher.:-!-51t-gives'"ou,,,praCtice
_ _ _

=
_

innoeicing_differences in children's responses fu-instrdetion_endX

turn, can help you deCide whether pupils are learning
2

-sdilethi

- _- , ,

- ----
that he is-beginni to pay closer attention to children's behavior.,,but-he i --k._____ .

,f
value

-FLA
, 7 ' .ka,

uncertain about the value of-writing-such-detailed notes. -CertainlYpwhen-he v ''
,

o-__,_c_nn see

4L teacher he.won't-be able to wataCindividual pupils,for-15:Minutos at



time. He would rather ork'with the = pupils and-find-0;i about their learning

-that--way,.-..Bedauselle ia-in-the classroot -och:a short,timep Tom cannot

become. an integral:part of the action. ,gatting involved 4auld keep him

from-concentrating'on just

-university class.

those things that he needs to:practice-for-,h1

His - observation Assignment is meant to set_him:apart-from--:-:-

what -is The`uhildren- rarely approach hit for help and:the_teacher

does not count on Tom's assistance. It is Tot who is the learner

are ways seeing, -not. of acting'..

otmentary

--,- Tom learning'experience is largely shaped by-the rxs

r
Ineducational psycholo

_nal purposes

'.He appears learning how :t

btake_detailed:fiotea, on individual children's responses to academic activities.

ased en practice and._feedback; he will become more adept at distinguishing

judgmdesc iption from ent and At providing some context for observed behjudgment

Overtime he shOuldalSo,begin to see.patterna in the behaviorof-Jar-VIdual

pupils and/.differences among_them -.In.that enee he is developing toolsto
, -

see how children -respond differently-t u ional-activities, The ques-
-

ti'cn ,whether TOM hitseIf relates= this` growing awareness his future-Work_

as a teacher.

Is Tom learning habitual-Ways of, seeing or is he acquiring eiskill:

that he is capable of applying t- specific situations? In the first case,

there-may be some transfer once he is actually teaching. .That -is, Tom

will continue to look for difference's In student responses instruction..

_-the s4cond case,- Tom will have.to decide whether teaching calls r the appli- -_
. .

cation of observational skills. . He must come to believethat_this kind of ob- -

. -
servation can indeed should) inform instructional decision making. in othere

a a

Words, this "academic " -skill tust:_become_pert'of his conception of teaching.



9

In either case a-lot depends on what happens with his observations, both

viti the uladsroom and in his foundations Class. Building habitual ways of de

"ing =requires instruction and reinforcement. Tom will'need help in

about what these observations mean and what they,:imply for action. -He can get

that help from two sources- the:classroom teacher and his university profes7

sor. Supposethe teacher shows Tom that she, too, is a classroom observer,

even though she does not have the luxury of observing in the way Tom does.

Suppose she talks with himAbodt wht his data may mean, encourages him tnb-.

serve the same children in nonacademic activities to round' out his impressions

_of them, tells him when she can afford to obsetve, and 'ex ains..how observe-

tion helps her.to-deciiie what to do. Suppose on'the other hand, that the

teacher lets Tom go abodt his business without paying much attention to hid,

seems to signore- or miss_ the kinds of observational cues he is picking up, and

treats the business of lengthy not-a-taking as somehow relevant. Clearly these

two alternatives Would communicate quite differ -essages about the-role of

observation in

liable =t

ng for _t

teaching,and-learning to teach. Note that the-aecond alterna-

einforce any' beliefs abouttheirrelevance of academic

ng. that Tom-might Already held..,

herChance also playa a role.- The; coOperating.teacher Conception of her

y include observation. Ordinailly, she makes time to act on thi

happens to be all eveiCaption. This class of second graders, however

place-literally,: and in terms of: what they need to learn.

busy keeping order while,doing her best to diversify pupil work. Shttcann

give the pupils all the-feedback-she wants, let alone spend time with Tom.,

teacher is

Cla ooms-are busy places, and Tom sees that the-teacher must attend to

many things. The observatlonal skills -that heis developing are related to

ha ping children learn,--Without training in how to look and what to not



it is easy miss important c

activities. Tom can afford to

pre

10

ues about pupil responses to instructional

concentrate on mastering this aay,of,looking

ely because he is not responsible for what goes on. But there's a pit-

fall. if Tom does well- wiin this assignment, he ill have the-gratification of

a good grade. But this Immediate reward is indigenous t

ture, not to the culture _f schools and tesching

assignment shows that university learning And _classroom

apart.

---om- - experience ii Iluatrates-what-we-are callt

fall." In teaching, observation is a means, not an end.

Ole university cul-

very 'structure of Tom

A
teaching...ate worlds

"two

Ways of seeing do

not imply ways of acting. Tom may succeed in becoming a skilled, observer

guarantee that he will know how to act wisely on what hethis will not

notices. Nor will further classroom experience in itself activate the ac-
.

Yquired skill's in situations that call for observation..

but

Tom will need help to
r

how whAt he has learned as a university student can shape his thought and

His university instructor may tell him that learning toACtion as -a

look is important in learning-to teach. Will Tom'come_to see observation as a

valuable tool for the work of teaching, or as mething' he must do, this term,

for a course requirement?

"two - worlds pitfall" has at least two aspects. The norms. And rewards

associate with Tom's formal.profesdlonal preparation fitvith the academic

sStting. Ipoing well at the university brings immediate and highly salient

rewards which may not have mhcl to do with success in teaching. 'On the other

hand, the pressure to adapt to the way things are.in schools'. is great. More-

over, this pressure will resonate with commonsense notions of teachers and

classrooms acquired through the personal experience 'Schooling. Confronted

h7such-pressure, academic -liable to-evaporate, -'regardleasTof
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- its worth. Its availability in memory depends, attributions of relevance

and connections to particular instances that have personal meaning and felt

signifiCance. Its availability-in actidn depends on-knew-how in adapting the

learning to concrete situations

Vignette practicing Teaching'

It is spring. Sue'has just b her third-week,of student teaching in a

_:,--

.fourth-grade classroom., Today, she is supposed to-take over the morning

activities Since Sue hae been watch the teather for the past two weeks,

she has a good idea about what-the morning is like, and that makes her feel,

fairly comfortable. In addition, the teacher explained what lessens she.

should cover and gave Sue the teacIle guides to follow. This morning Sue

fanning -to play-,SiMon Says after= the reeding lesson. She puts the math as-

signment on the board just like. the teacher does and calls-the first reading

group to the trent of the room. She calls on children in-turn to- read the

=story and then,asks the, questions spelled out in-the guide. Everything goes

smoothly and Sue thinks with some elation that.she can actually teach.

Next week Sue will take over for the entire-day, which means.-that -she'

will also teach spelling, science; and social studies. She-plane to have

,spelling,bee for Friday/ This will generate a lot of noisy-excitementi since

.thepupiiS enjoy competing-with each other. In to-cience she will teath a- un

on batteries and bulbs that the science Methods teacher showed her; she won
#

.ders how the childrenwill like. discovering things on theirKowa. So far she

tme not seen any science instructioninstruction,in this classroom, but her- cooperating

`teacher said -she could try out this unit.. Some - movies have already been.'

ordered for social etues, so the day will be pretty well filled. ,Sue -.hopes
1-

that-she can keep the plipile busy and that she won't have. to discipline' .=
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anyone. She is eager to see if she Can get through a whole day on her own.

The outcome will mean a lot to her. Sue stands-at the threshold of doing the

work of teaching in earnest. Whatever will help her to came out of this

experiende in one-piece will impress her as tried and trustworthy.

Commentary

Se what does it prove=if Sue can make it on her own -in student teaching?

In the-first place, it shOWs that she'can keep the system running,-whiehIs

how Sue basically sees her task.' She is.confident because she knows whathap-

pens in the morning. She believes that she can step into the teacher's shoes

and do what her_, ooperating-teacher does. Moving children through the.daily

schedule is, of course, part of the teacher- ponsibility, but s

teacher also has to decide what that schedule willbe, how the children should

-be grouped, and what assignments to putonthe-board. point is thatstur=

dept teaching occurs In somebody else's classroom;.this makes the requirements

for action in student teaching fundamentally Aifferent from those that fall on

the teacher.

-Making' on one's own in student teaching is not the same as

-teach. Sue's confidence is not well-founded;- she does not

the

ee

earning to

clearly that

yens around her were shaped and established over time'and-tha

realte4her, there is a good der

for the

f- uncertainty to contend with. Classroom

structure has to be created, and it can take different forms. Sue's personal

eriences as a pupil and hereiperiences An thefield_do not- provide a reli-

able sample of'the 'Variation in cia oom environments. _What can be experi-

enced'firsthand is necessarily limited anct likely to b biased. Juatbecausefirsthand _ necessarily_

experiences seem plausible does-not mean they are trustworthy.

hat she knows how classrooms work will be difficult

Sne belief

''out of thlnger_she has seen. and.oarticiaPted int these' experiences are- vivid-
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and cathected. Yet inferences and generalizations based on firsthand

experience are frequently unwarrat_ted or at least premature.

One can see why Sue thinks she is learning,to teach. She rehearses be--

haviors that she identifies teaching and thatImostly are familiar to the

class. She, and the cooperating teacher will see-children at work, perhaps

happily and with excitement. It is unlikely that hetc operating`teadher

fail to commend her performance. Student teachers are particularly sensitive

to things that bring about a feeling of-success; Going through familiar rou-

tines and being praised Will that feeling, independent of.Whether

practices lead to student_ learning.

Sue's latfidence!,is partly based' on her observe_

But vivid --rmories'of her own.schooling also help her out what to do

n this classroom.

and how to structure the titte'and activities This ap0 ies, for instance,to.

the'spelling bee Teachers often use competition as-an incentive to get chil- .1

dren thrOugh boring tasks. Unless Sue is helped' -to see the possible - long -term

consequences of such instructional strategies -- shaping pupil' conceptions of

the purpose@ classroom life in terms c arils extrinsic to learning,.for

example - -she- may continue to think of -e spellif-ig. bee simply an -"fun thing to
do." If no one requires Sue tu_pra tice making and.justifyi instructional

4
decisions or to consider the,consequences of.giVen actions

tical context; she may get confirmed in a view of teaching

m'a specific. prat-

filling time,

keepingchildren busy, perpetuating familiar practices Without considering

`their consequences for pupil learning short and long run.-. Classroom
.

_xperfence alone, .whether past ur _- -- et te,achere

nor- teach teachers think'aboutItheir work%

Sue has-the impression ,:common ti'many teacher candida

eaching7lathe-time-to rait-:it-all:together;

that student

dTdefinitive:test of.the
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relevance and practicality of. formal preparation. min this context. it would

be important to know what motivated Sue to try out the - elementary science unit

on batteries and bulbs. .Was Sue's ,decision impelled by an i merest in science

and a belief that children should understand how-their eve

Or was it motivated by a desire to try out something

creative"

world vorks?

and neat (being

characteristic of student teachers that teachers. and teacher

educators often judge favorably). The problem is that the discovery approach
!

to science teaching -rests on a view of'knowledge that:presupposes_a deep
. -

understanding of subject matter and children's learning. = Sue has never seen

the teacherAn this classroom teach science. Has Sue seen any demonstration

open"vedaiogylin science? Without undeistan ng the valde and limits of

,.$messing about,- she will haveno basis for- de idingwhen and how to intervene
-;-,---

An order to
.

nudge children's learning along.

What will the experience be like mid what will Sue, learn frem it? Vari- -

ous scenarios are possible. "The children could cooperate in this new kind-of

learning because the activities are fun, and the teacher could compliment Sue

on her creativity. On the other hand, Sue could be unable to manage -hands-7-
- =

ery learning', and the, teacher could be displeased with the commotion-

and theamount-of time being taken. While it is., not clear-whether either

scenario would promote-.science learning in the _pupils, both have. potential for

teaching Sue some things about t aching-.6if' she ishelped-to articulate

lessons/Of this eXperience. Jdst a the pi.' must make sense of , "their e

Oetiments with batteries and bulbs, so Sue think about what happens

.relation to pupil learning:. ' In the first case, this means= looking- evi-
--,--_,_

dence- _ _ student learning. second, it means- figuring-out what went

wrong and what to d about-it with=

e

ecting-the whole approachlorever.-
-

be too dOmplioated-now,tdi covery learning is worth-another



e one care assess what Sue has learned from, her studen t teaching

experience as a whole, die needs to o_ about the teacher's intentions as-
,

well As those of the univergity staff. Perhaps the teacher has judged that

Sue needs a lot of guidance-a- she takes over a block of time. Or it may be
.

that the teacher ls not much inclined to have her classroom schedule altered,

edpecially at this-time of year Has Sue been encouraged by the university

-staff __to fit herself into the teacher's,overall,plan and propose mostly
.

activities that do notalter what -going on_in_thia classroom? The univer-

sity staff realizes that teachers need to keep their classrooms running and

appreciatewhow-easily even routines tb-t.have been established over

with care can be upset.

This analysis,illust ates the cross -purposes" p

and

l. The legitidate

purposes of teachers center on their classroomi; : clessropms are not designed

as laboratories: and do not operate to further the purposes of learning t-

teach= v mAlmost-neeestarily, the teacher:will see the teacher education stu7

dent's attention to,,,the-waY%thingi are -as praiseworthy. It is functional from

the point of view of classroom life.- Yet, without instructional-intervention,

Sue's adaptiveness'to the here and now may be dysfunetional.for the long-range

purposes of learning to teach. Learning from further experience presiipposea

acting with underst-nding -Attending to the immediate reqUirementafor action

in established settings does not foster the capacity to-learn f .further e x--

perienCe. Nor-i one ''s success at this task a-reliable predictor Of,succees

at running one's o assroom for the purposes of pupil: learning.

The three-vignettea 4111.1The

Coneldsion-

ate three pitfalls that must be come if.'

Tireservicd field,experiende,in classroom's is

learning-to teach. At best,

serve the broad:purpose

eld expe



learning things that are only part of the job of teaching. Once they-begin

teaching, Tom, Karen and Sue will quickly see that they'd° not now all there

know about teac1hing. The more seYiqua problem is getting into pitfalls

or learning things that are inappropriate in any teaching situation and that

will be reinforced on the jab. The "familiarity pitfall" arises from the fact

that prospective teachers are no strangers to classroo ms.----Thy -"two .-worlds

pitfall" arises from the fact hat teacher education goes on in two distinct

settings and from the falriaous assumption that making connections between

these two worlds is straightforward and can be left to the novice. The third

pitfall.arises from the fact that classrooms a e not set up for teaching

teachers: It's a case of being at cross purposes.

These. pitfalls arrest_thought or mlalead prospective teachers into, be

lieving,that central aspects-of teaching have been mastered and understood. -

Premature:closure comes from fau arceptions and judgments that are sup.7

ported, even rewarded, by trusted persons anda salient setting. For,Tom,

this setting is probably the university classroom; for Karen aid Sue, -the-
-

. -

elementary classroom. Whet makes these:perceptions pitfallais'thAt future

teachers get in

What makes them

-to an insider

them without knowing 1t and have a hard-time getting out.-

even more treacherous s.that they may not look like pitfalls

but rather like a normal'place .to be. Clearly, help from the

outside is necessary. on both -counts-.

-min 'the Pitfalls

familiar -the most salient and the least amenable-to inquiry

coming the familiarity pitfall," requires it-break with the taken for

granted,And a recognition that the familiar and the --al rest on social ant

onstructioni. Future teachers cannot be expected to recogni
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.what they, know about classroom life is only part of a universe _

possibilities. They-need-help in seeing how their personal history and exper-

-ience of schooling influence their perceptions of classro in a way that

it difficult to appreciate alternatives. Both'ends'andmeans must be

-idered. A larger and more flexible vision need not result in re e

traditional or familiar idea; and practices. There i txowever- a big dif7

fe ence between were habit and customary action that is understood and seen in
-

pective. Furthermore, plain thinking and empirical research-do sometimesper

show that traditional ways of doing things are not always sound'or effective.

OverComillig the familiarity pitfall should keep futOre teachers from confusing

what i_ With what can or should be, and heighten their receptivity

data.

Overcoming the "two-worlds pitfall" requires dcknox

of. thought and the world of action are legitimately different. Each- his:

unifying purposes and a potential for making a contribution to learning to

teach. In other words, one does not overcome the "two- worlds Pitfall" by

eliminating it. The goal of professional education'is acting with,underatand-

Neither understanding nor action by itself will suffiCe, and belief

alOne_does not produce action._ Teacher education students need-help in- seeing

how Understanding can clarify and, shape wayp of doing. Tbeyalso need in-

struction in fudging ways. of doing and. in adaptingthem,to partiplar settings

as 1 as to their own capacities.- Teacher education atudents cannot be

expected en make the.. crucial distinction between enlightenment and application.

ca

consider ,g.'the uses of knowledge in teaching.. This is where teacher edu-

rs take responsibility for thei tudents' learning.



Finally, there are twe ways to overcome the Hero purposes,pitfall."

14e4o identify learning to teach with adaptation to whatever-classroom and

school setting the student reacher is placed in. The more desirable alternee.

tive is to work toward a closer fit between the purposes of classroom life and

those of learning to teach. This would require structural and normative =

changes in schools, changes that would enable teachers to study their pradtict

together and get rewards for doing so. If schools became places where teach

ers az well as pupils learned, then future teachers would learn to teach in

.classrooms where their cooperating teachers were also studebts'of teaching.

In sutiva setting, chance and the ptess for action would not decide That

at teachers learn. The give and take of conversation among persons:at

different places ln learning to teach would expand the universe of concrete

alternatives and overcome the limits and biases of personal experience. -Thus,

future teachers would get the message that learning to teach is lengthy, on

going process that other%people care about, a process in-which one's own ex

-periences provide only some of the- datd.
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